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Abstract: Soybean (Glycine max L.) is one of the world’s most important sources of high quality proteins 

and vegetable oils. In Indonesia, soybean is mostly cultivated in dry season, hence prone to the drought 

stress. Protein and oil content of 19 soybean genotypes were evaluated based on field research which was 

conducted in dry season (May – August 2015) in Probolinggo, Indonesia. The experiment was carried out in 

two environments, namely normal environment (plant was irrigated during the growth period), and 

drought environment (plant was irrigated only up to 40 days after planting). The results showed that 

variation in protein and oil contents depends on the genotype. Protein content was less sensitive to drought 

stress at reproductive stage, by an average decrease of 0.59%, whereas the decrease of oil content reached 

2.82%. The protein contents of twelve genotypes decreased in normal to stressed environments, from 0.39 

to 5.31%; and seven genotypes increased in stressed environments with a range of 0.28 to 7.05%. A similar 

pattern was shown in oil contents, with a range of decrease from 0.88 to 21.68% in twelve genotypes, and 

an increase from 0.37 to 5.57% in seven genotypes. Genotype of G511H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-3-3 showed a 

highest consistency of protein content in both of normal and stressed environments, i.e. 42.44% and 

42.19%, respectively. Soybean G511H/Anjs/Anjs-5-5 had high oil content (19.71% and 20.08% in the 

optimal and drought environments, respectively) as well as G511 H/Anj//Anj///Anj////Anjs-6-8 (20.18% 

and 19.43% in the optimal and drought environments, respectively). Those genotypes identified as early 

maturing (<80 days) and large seeded-size (>14 g/100 seeds), but with a relatively low yield. Hence, it is 

recommended to use as gene sources for improvement of oil and protein contents within soybean breeding 

program in Indonesia. 
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1. Introduction 

In Indonesia, soybean is the third most important food crops after rice and maize. Indonesian soybean 

demand in 2017 is estimated to reach 2,380,872 tons. Most of soybeans are processed for industrial raw 

material, for the production of tempeh and tofu. In tropical country, such as Indonesia, soybean can be 

grown three times a year, and mostly cultivated in the dry season (June/July – September/October) thus 

susceptible to drought stress when the plants at reproductive stage.  

Water deficit and drought stress negatively affected the physiological and biochemical process of the 

plants. Drought stress at reproductive stage reduced the soybean yield from 40 to 68% [1], [2], depends on 
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the magnitude of the stress, growth stage at which drought occur, and the susceptibility of variety [2]-[4]. 

Among other legume species, soybean seeds contain the highest amount of protein and a relatively high 

level of oil [5].  

The effect of drought stress on the consistency of oil and protein was varied. A study by [6] reported that 

oil and protein content in soybean seeds was quantitative trait which was controlled by genes as well as the 

environments. This shows that besides being controlled by genetic factors, the consistency of protein and 

oil content was also potentially influenced by the environment. Study of the relationship between the 

temperature of the protein and oil content was carried out by [7], and they stated that the oil content in 

soybeans increases with increasing temperature of 14°C to 28°C, and there was no consistent pattern 

related to protein. 

The nutritional composition on soybean seed varies between cultivars, and is determined by the time of 

planting and environmental factors [8]. A relationship between the protein content and seed yield in 

soybeans was relatively small, and its contribution to the seed yield was more determined by the 

isoflavones content. Furthermore, a negatively significant correlation was reported between oil content 

with protein content [9]. However, a study by [6] showed insignificant interaction between locations with 

cultivar in terms of protein content. A study has been conducted by [10] about the change in the soybean 

agronomic characters at full and deficit irrigation under sub-humid climate conditions. They obtained that 

the oil content decreased from optimal conditions by 22.7% to 19.1% in water deficit conditions, whereas 

the protein content increased from 30.5% (optimal) to 33.6% (water deficit). Another study by [11] showed 

that there was an interaction between cultivar with drought in oil content, but not found for protein content. 

The inconsistency of the various results of those studies indicate the roles of genes and environment, 

especially photoperiod, drought, or highly temperature during seed filling, which will affect the 

performance of protein and oil on the drought-stressed environment. 

The objective of the experiment was to identify the consistency of the protein and oil content form several 

soybean genotypes under normal and drought stress environment at tropical area.  

2. Material and Method 

The field experiment was carried out in dry land at Probolinggo, Indonesia (at altitude 20 m above sea 

level, D2 climate type based on Oldeman system, and soil type of Alfisol) during the dry season (May to 

August 2015). The experimental design was randomized block design with two different environments, i.e. 

(1) normal/optimal environment (O) consisting of irrigated during the growth period, and (2) drought 

environment (D) consisting of irrigated only up to 40 days after planting. The sample trait consisted of 19 

soybean genotypes, and each genotype had four replications. Each genotype was planted in 1.2 m x 4.5 m 

plot size, two plants per hill. Fertilizer of 250 kg Phonska/ha with the addition of 100 kg SP 36 was applied 

after sowing the seeds. Plant maintenance was conducted including irrigation, optimal control of pest and 

disease and intensive weeding. Soil moisture in the normal and drought environment was measured with 

five days interval until 75 days after planting (DAP), respectively. Soil sample was taken at five points 

diagonally. Data were collected on protein content (%), oil content (%), days to maturity (days), 100 seed 

weight (g), and seed yield (t/ha).   

3. Result  

3.1. Soil Moisture 

Rainfall during the study from May to August 2015 was in relatively small amount. In May, the rainfall 

amounted to 103 mm with the number of rainy days of 7 times. In June, the rainfall amounted to 13 mm 

with rainy days as much as two times, in July as much as 12 mm with a 3 times of rainy days, and no rain in 
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August. This showed that the research took place in dry conditions even when the plants were in the 

reproductive stage. 

The soil moisture from 40 to 75 days after sowing was presented in Table 1 and Fig. 1. The irrigation was 

stopped at 40 DAP. The drought stress was started from 60 DAP, which showed by the decrease soil 

moisture at drought environment. At 60 days after planting (dap), the soil moisture has decreased 29.13% 

from the optimal to stress condition, and became 47.61% at 75 DAP. Based on those results, it can be seen 

that the research was in drought condition, even no rain at reproductive stage. 

The combined analysis of variance for protein content, oil content, days to maturity, 100 seed weight, and 

seed yield was presented in Table 2. All parameters were significantly different between genotypes. 

Meanwhile, environment (E) and genotype × environment interaction (GEI) were significant for all 

parameter, except for days to maturity. The CV value ranged from 1.17 % to 17.06%. 

 
Table 1. Soil Moisture Level at Normal and Stress Environments 2015  

Plant age 

(dap) 

Soil moisture (%) 

Optimal Drought O-D (%) 

40 23.14 23.88 -3.20 

45 31.64 31.94 -0.95 

50 26.71 26.76 -0.19 

55 21.74 23.42 -7.73 

60 30.69 21.75 29.13 

65 26.61 20.58 22.66 

70 22.02 15.23 30.84 

75 43.50 22.79 47.61 

Mean 28.26 23.29 14.77 

O = optimal environment, D = drought environment 
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Fig. 1. Soil moisture level at optimal and drought environments. 

 
Table 2. Combined Analysis of Variance for Protein Content, Oil Content, Days to Maturity, 100 Seed Weight, 

and Seed Yield 2015  

Characters Mean square CV (%) 

Environment (E) Genotype (G) G × E 

Protein content (dry basis) % 1.0282 * 9.9237 ** 1.4128 ** 1.17 

Oil content (dry basis) % 5.2474** 2.2490** 1.6108** 3.25 

Days to maturity (days) 1095.1578 ns 18.3552 ** 1.7412 ns 3.75 

100 seed weight (g) 295.9353 ** 70.9993 ** 1.9821 ** 4.93 

Seed yield (t/ha) 9.9758 ** 1.1925 ** 0.3023 ** 17.06 

** = significant at 1% probability level (p<0.01), * = significant at 5% probability level (p<0.05), ns = not significant, CV = coefficient 
of variation 
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3.2. Protein Content 

Protein content of 19 soybean genotypes under optimal environment ranging from 36.98% to 42.44% 

(dry basis) with an average of 39.52%. Protein content under drought environment ranging from 35.06 – 

42.19% (dry basis) with an average of 39.29% (Table 3). The environmental changes from optimal to 

drought caused decreased level of protein by 0.59%. 

Each soybean genotype showed different response to the protein changes at different environment. Most 

of genotypes (12 genotypes) showed decreased protein content between 0.39 – 5.31%, which caused by 

drought stress. An increase protein content under drought environment was showed by seven genotypes, 

which was ranging from 0.28 – 3.62%.  In this study, one genotype (G511H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-3-3) had 

high protein content under both of optimal and drought environment, i.e. 42.44% and 42.19%, respectively. 

This genotype also showed a consistency of protein content under drought environment. 

 
Table 3. Protein Content of 19 Soybean Genotypes under Optimal and Drought Environments 2015  

No 

 

Genotype 

 

Protein content 

(% db) 
Average 

(%) 

Decline 

O to D 

(%) O D 

1 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs-2-13 40.70 40.54 40.62 0.39 

2 G 511 H/Anjs-1-1 39.57 40.53 40.05 -2.43 

3 G 511 H/Arg//Arg///Arg-30-7 40.91 39.86 40.38 2.57 

4 G 511 H/Kaba//Kaba///-4-4 37.93 37.68 37.80 0.66 

5 G 511 H/Kaba//Kaba///Kaba////Kaba 16-2 36.98 35.06 36.02 5.19 

6 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-3-3 42.44 42.19 42.31 0.60 

7 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-6-13 37.96 38.11 38.03 -0.41 

8 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs-1-2 39.09 41.85 40.47 -7.05 

9 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs-5-5 38.91 36.85 37.88 5.31 

10 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-6-11 39.50 40.93 40.22 -3.62 

11 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-8-1 39.34 39.45 39.39 -0.28 

12 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs-1-3 39.70 39.91 39.80 -0.54 

13 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-6-12 40.89 40.41 40.65 1.19 

14 G 511 H/Anj//Anj///Anj////Anjs-6-8 39.14 38.10 38.62 2.66 

15 Anjasmoro 40.72 41.22 40.97 -1.22 

16 Grobogan 39.90 39.28 39.59 1.55 

17 Dena 1 38.44 36.78 37.61 4.32 

18 Wilis 38.30 37.78 38.04 1.36 

19 Detam 4 40.54 40.03 40.28 1.27 

 Average 39.52 39.29 39.41 0.59 

O = optimal environment, D = drought environment, db = dry basis 

 

3.3. Oil Content 

Oil content of 19 soybean genotypes were varied. The range of oil content under optimal environment 

was between 17.34 – 22.15% (dry basis) with an average of 18.64%, while under drought environment 

ranging from 17.35% to 20.08% (dry basis) with an average of 18.11% (Table 4). The range of the lowest oil 

content between two environments was similar, but the highest range value had a considerable difference.  

The decreased oil content from optimal to drought environment was 2.82%, higher than those of the 

decrease protein content (0.59%). The soybean response to drought stress was varied among genotypes. 

Based on the results, a total of seven genotypes had increase in oil content under drought, ranging from 

0.37 to 5.57%. Meanwhile, other 12 genotypes had decrease in oil content between 0.11 to 21.68%. In this 
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study, we also identify a genotype (G511H/Kaba//Kaba///Kaba////Kaba 16-2) categorized as susceptible 

to drought, which showed by the rate of oil content decline by 21.68%. On the contrary, 

G511H/Anjs/Anjs-5-5 and G511H/Anj//Anj///Anj////Anjs-6-8 had high oil content and also showed a 

stability under both different environments. 

 
Table 4. Oil Content of 19 Soybean Genotypes under Optimal and Drought Environments 2015  

No 

 

Genotype 

 

Oil content 

(% db) 

Average 

(%) 

Decline 

O to D 

(%) O D 

1 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs-2-13 17.34 18.31 17.82 -5.57 

2 G 511 H/Anjs-1-1 18.75 17.37 18.06 7.34 

3 G 511 H/Arg//Arg///Arg-30-7 17.91 18.25 18.08 -1.90 

4 G 511 H/Kaba//Kaba///-4-4 19.17 17.93 18.55 6.49 

5 G 511 H/Kaba//Kaba///Kaba////Kaba 16-2 22.15 17.35 19.75 21.68 

6 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-3-3 17.46 17.99 17.72 -3.07 

7 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-6-13 19.84 18.29 19.06 7.79 

8 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs-1-2 18.18 17.75 17.97 2.37 

9 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs-5-5 19.71 20.08 19.89 -1.88 

10 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-6-11 17.36 17.84 17.60 -2.77 

11 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-8-1 18.93 17.84 18.38 5.76 

12 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs-1-3 17.92 17.90 17.91 0.11 

13 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-6-12 17.39 17.45 17.42 -0.37 

14 G 511 H/Anj//Anj///Anj////Anjs-6-8 20.18 19.43 19.80 3.69 

15 Anjasmoro 18.39 17.47 17.93 5.00 

16 Grobogan 17.64 18.21 17.92 -3.26 

17 Dena 1 18.35 18.03 18.19 1.74 

18 Wilis 18.83 18.66 18.74 0.88 

19 Detam 4 18.69 18.03 18.36 3.53 

 Average 18.64 18.11 18.38 2.82 

O = optimal environment, D = drought environment, db = dry basis 

 

3.4. Agronomic Characters 

The primary agronomic characters of soybean in tropical areas, such as Indonesia, consisted of seed yield, 

days to maturity, and seed size. Seed yield is directly related to total protein and oil content in soybean seed. 

In Indonesia, soybean is cultivated three times a year, thus the early days to maturity (<80 days) is an 

important character. Seed size is related to the use of soybean as processed soy food ingredients, especially 

for tempeh which require large seed size (>14 g/100 seeds). 

Under optimal environment, seed yield of 19 soybean genotypes ranging from 1.64 – 3.41 t/ha (in 

average of 2.43 t/ha) and under drought environment ranging from 1.50 – 2.45 t/ha (in average of 1.92 

t/ha). In this study, the decrease in seed yield from optimal to drought environment was only 20.99% (Table 

5), revealed that most of soybean genotypes were relatively tolerant to drought stress. Based on the results, 

two genotypes could produce over 3.30 t/ha, but relatively less tolerant to drought which showed a 

decrease in yield over 30%. In this study, Wilis variety also identified as tolerant to drought showed by yield 

reduction around 10.58%. 

Seed size, as measured by 100 seed weight, ranged from  11.77 – 23.77 g/100 seeds (in average of 17.42 

g/100 seeds) under optimal environment, and 10.30 – 22.77 g/100 seeds (in average of 16.03 g/100 seeds) 

under drought environment (Table 6). Category of large seed size in Indonesia is when the 100 seed weight 
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more than 14 g/100 seeds, thus most the tested genotypes categorized as large seed size. The decrease in 

seed size cause by drought was 16.02%. 

The days to maturity of 19 soybean genotypes under optimal environment ranging from 73 – 82 days (in 

average of 78 days), and under drought environment ranging from 70 – 76 days (in average of 73 days) 

(Table 7). Drought condition accelerate the maturation period by five days. 

 
Table 5. Seed Yield of 19 Soybean Genotypes under Optimal and Drought Environments 2015  

No 

 

Genotype 

 

Seed yield 

(t/h) 

Average 

(t/ha) 

Decline  

O to D 

(%) 

O D   

1 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs-2-13 2.47 2.19 2.33 11.34 

2 G 511 H/Anjs-1-1 1.97 1.86 1.92 5.58 

3 G 511 H/Arg//Arg///Arg-30-7 2.54 2.08 2.31 18.11 

4 G 511 H/Kaba//Kaba///-4-4 2.59 1.16 1.88 55.21 

5 G 511 H/Kaba//Kaba///Kaba////Kaba 16-2 1.79 1.26 1.53 29.61 

6 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-3-3 2.07 1.97 2.02 4.83 

7 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-6-13 2.73 1.98 2.36 27.47 

8 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs-1-2 3.31 2.17 2.74 34.44 

9 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs-5-5 1.70 1.45 1.58 14.71 

10 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-6-11 2.51 2.27 2.39 9.56 

11 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-8-1 1.98 1.62 1.80 18.18 

12 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs-1-3 1.64 1.50 1.57 8.54 

13 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-6-12 2.61 2.04 2.33 21.84 

14 G 511 H/Anj//Anj///Anj////Anjs-6-8 2.31 1.93 2.12 16.45 

15 Anjasmoro 2.76 1.84 2.30 33.33 

16 Grobogan 2.26 2.15 2.21 4.87 

17 Dena 1 3.41 2.33 2.87 31.67 

18 Wilis 2.74 2.45 2.60 10.58 

19 Detam 4 2.73 2.16 2.45 20.88 

 Average 2.43 1.92 2.18 20.99 

O = optimal environment, D = drought environment 

 
Table 6. 100 Seed Weight of 19 Soybean Genotypes under Optimal and Drought Environments 2015  

No 

 

Genotype 

 

100 seed weight (g) Average 

(g) 

Decline 

O to D (%) O D 

1 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs-2-13 21.09 18.34 19.72 13.02 

2 G 511 H/Anjs-1-1 19.15 15.89 17.52 17.06 

3 G 511 H/Arg//Arg///Arg-30-7 17.60 15.05 16.33 14.46 

4 G 511 H/Kaba//Kaba///-4-4 17.93 12.67 15.30 29.35 

5 G 511 H/Kaba//Kaba///Kaba////Kaba 16-2 18.35 16.44 17.39 10.45 

6 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-3-3 18.45 17.18 17.82 6.88 

7 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-6-13 16.70 13.47 15.08 19.33 

8 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs-1-2 17.41 14.18 15.80 18.53 

9 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs-5-5 17.43 15.57 16.50 10.68 

10 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-6-11 19.01 15.38 17.19 19.11 

11 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-8-1 17.45 14.93 16.19 14.44 

12 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs-1-3 17.84 15.27 16.56 14.39 

13 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-6-12 18.16 14.79 16.48 18.54 
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14 G 511 H/Anj//Anj///Anj////Anjs-6-8 16.72 13.45 15.09 19.58 

15 Anjasmoro 17.54 14.27 15.91 18.63 

16 Grobogan 23.77 22.77 23.27 4.21 

17 Dena 1 12.33 9.03 10.68 26.76 

18 Wilis 12.36 9.05 10.70 26.77 

19 Detam 4 11.77 10.30 11.03 12.43 

 Average 17.42 14.63 16.03 16.02 

O = optimal environment, D = drought environment 

 
Table 7. Days to Maturity of 19 Soybean Genotypes under Optimal and Drought Environments 2015  

No 

 

Genotype 

 

Days to maturity 

(days) Average 

(days) 

Decline 

O to D (%) 
O D 

1 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs-2-13 77 71 74 7.47 

2 G 511 H/Anjs-1-1 78 74 76 4.82 

3 G 511 H/Arg//Arg///Arg-30-7 78 72 75 7.07 

4 G 511 H/Kaba//Kaba///-4-4 83 76 79 8.48 

5 G 511 H/Kaba//Kaba///Kaba////Kaba 16-2 82 78 80 4.91 

6 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-3-3 74 70 72 5.76 

7 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-6-13 77 72 75 6.49 

8 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs-1-2 81 76 78 5.88 

9 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs-5-5 80 73 76 8.46 

10 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-6-11 74 70 72 5.74 

11 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-8-1 79 72 76 8.86 

12 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs-1-3 79 72 75 8.89 

13 G 511 H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-6-12 80 73 77 8.15 

14 G 511 H/Anj//Anj///Anj////Anjs-6-8 79 71 75 10.09 

15 Anjasmoro 79 76 78 3.48 

16 Grobogan 73 70 72 4.44 

17 Dena 1 80 76 78 4.72 

18 Wilis 82 76 79 7.60 

19 Detam 4 77 71 74 8.41 

 Average 78 73 76 6.85 

O = optimal environment, D = drought environment 

 

4. Discussion 

Soybeans are an excellent source of plant-based protein, and also source of vegetable oil. In Indonesia, 

most soybeans are used as food processing products, especially tempeh and tofu. The consumer’s 

preference for soybean variety consisted of high quality of protein and oil content, high yield, and also early 

days to maturity as required for soybean development in tropical areas, and large seed size as required for 

soybean processed industry.  

In Indonesia, soybeans are mostly cultivated during the dry season, hence prone to drought stress, 

especially at seed filling period. The drought stress at those stage will reduce the leaf water potential, 

reduced turgor, stomatal conductivity and other physiological activities. Furthermore, the accumulated 

impact will reduce the yield [12]-[16], and affect the formation process of protein and oil [17]. In fact, 

protein and oil are essential nutrient found in soybean seed compared to other food crops. In this study 

revealed that protein and oil decrease from optimal to drought environment by 0.59% and 2.82%, 

respectively. It was also revealed that oil content apparently to be more affected by drought stress at 

reproductive stage compared to those protein content. A better consistency of protein than oil content also 

showed through a study by [7]. A study by [18] concerned to increase the oil content without reducing the 
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protein content as well as the seed yield, which the choice of parental become the critical starting. A 

significant negative correlation between oil content with protein content was obtained by [9]. On species of 

Vitex, also reported by [19] that drought decreased the protein content. 

The consistency of protein as well as oil content to drought was determined by cultivar, plant growth 

stage, the magnitude of the stress, and duration of the stress. Of 19 soybean genotypes, the protein and oil 

content were varied. The response among genotypes to drought stress also different. The average decrease 

of protein content was 0.59%, lower than those of the decrease of oil content (2.82%). The effect of drought 

to protein and oil content reported by [20]. They stated that drought increased the seed protein content 

(4.4%), and decreased the oil content 2.9%), and drought had little effect on the fatty acid composition of 

the oil. Furthermore, their study revealed that seeds from plants exposed to 35°C during seed fill contained 

4.0 percentage points more protein and 2.6 percentage points less oil than those exposed to 29°C when 

averaged across drought stress levels.  

In tropical area, such as Indonesia, soybean demand is high for processed food. On the other side, 

soybean is prone to drought stress. Hence, the availability of soybean variety with high protein and oil 

content as well as relatively less affected by drought environment, is important. Based on this study, 

G511H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-3-3 had high protein content, i.e. 42.44% and 42.19% in the optimal and drought 

environments, respectively. Soybean G511H/Anjs/Anjs-5-5 had high oil content (19.71% and 20.08% in the 

optimal and drought environments, respectively) as well as G511 H/Anj//Anj///Anj////Anjs-6-8 (20.18% 

and 19.43% in the optimal and drought environments, respectively). The characteristics of those three 

genotypes were early days to maturity, large seed size but relatively low seed yield. This is different with a 

result by [21], which obtained soybean genotype of Onion had high yield and high protein content under 

drought stress. Thus, a genetic engineering is needed to obtain soybean with high yield as well as high 

protein and oil content, which suitable to be developed in tropical area, such as Indonesia.   

5. Conclusion 

1) The protein and oil content were varied among soybean genotypes, and each genotype showed 

different response to drought stress.  

2) Protein content in soybean seed was less affected by drought stress at reproductive stage compared 

to those oil content.  

3) G511 H/Anjs/Anjs///Anjs-3-3, G511H/Anjs/Anjs-5-5 and G511 H/Anj//Anj///Anj////Anjs-6-8 

could be use as genes donor to improve the protein and oil content in soybean seed. 
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